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_this is moulinette003_every song is the property of obadia_

obadia_where does dust come from



"This ep was recorded between april 1998 and 
december 2003 in Paris and Stockholm. What's 
presented here are traces and excerpts from a larger 
mass of  recordings: seven sections which I decided to 
push toward something songlike. This release with 
Autredirections provides a way to shed it, offering it 
the chance to be shed and spread, and to become 
something beyond my own thoughts."
obadia@clumsybeats.org





"This ep was recorded between april 1998 and december 2003 in 
Paris and Stockholm. What's presented here are traces and excerpts 
from a larger mass of  recordings: seven sections which I decided 
to push toward something songlike. This release with 
Autredirections provides a way to shed it, offering it the chance to 
be shed and spread, and to become something beyond my own 
thoughts."
obadia (obadia@clumsybeats.org ; www.clumsybeats.org)

autres directions in music is a web-label. available records on adim 
can be downloaded for free, the artists involved having agreed to 
that. original works and creations belong to the artist alone. cd 
covers are available for downloading and printing. records can thus 
be burnt on cd, copied on a minidisk, saved on a hard disk, etc. in 
the same way, anyone can create his own cd cover or print the 
available one on white cardboard paper, or print it on coloured 
cardboard paper... it is up to everyone to do according to one's 
own wishes. DIY. 
www.autresdirections.net/inmusic/
info@autresdirections.net

this is moulin009 [01.25.05]. thanks a lot to obadia for works and 
faith. thanks also to atone for his work on sound. special thanks to 
david bideau from depth affect for the beautiful artwork.
thanks to all of  our friends and family. happy new year to 
everyone. 
this is moulin009. we're already working hard on moulin010, 
moulin011, moulin012, moulin013 & moulin014 ! there won't be a 
noise & city compilation this year but believe us, we have some 
good stuff  for you. so it's going on. thanks to people that support 
us.
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